


Client: The ALS Society of Alberta
Agency: Design4Change

The ALS Society of Alberta is a non-profit organization that raises awareness for ALS, as well 
as facilitates support for families living with the disease. A major program that they run is the 

equipment loan program – providing equipment to families to make each day more enjoyable.



2016 Awareness TV Commerical

A lot of existing ALS awareness pieces are described as being too sad or dark. With placement on CTV and Global, ALS 
Alberta wanted to create something that was hopeful and uplifting. 

The concept was to show how far a single wheelchair can go to help people enjoy their lives, and show how many milestones 
that one wheelchair can go through. 

My role in this project was in concept development, storyboarding, shooting, and editing the commercial. 



Client: Calgary Stampede
Agency: Design4Change

CS Mercantile was a pilot project launched in 2014 by the Calgary Stampede in collaboration 
with internationally renowned fashion designer Paul Hardy. The collection featured Hardy’s 
unique take on Western culture and apparel. My task was to visually capture this new line of 

merchandise. 



Interactive Lookbook

Before the collection was released, premium seat holders 
were given a sneak peak of the new collection at a pop 
up store. The store had limited space so an interactive 
catalogue was created to showcase the products that could 
not be displayed at the event. 

Many pieces that Hardy brought in had an interesting back-
story that was highlighted in the catalogue. The idea was 
to show a deeper connection to the products compared to 
previous collections.

My role was in the catalogue design and photography. 

Copy by Evan Shaw



Super Screen Commercial

A commercial was also produced to promote the 
collection on the Stampede grounds. The goal was to 
visually standout from traditional Stampede souvenirs and 
merchandise; as well as the traditional visuals associated 
with Stampede advertising on the grounds.

My role was in concept development, storyboarding, 
filming, and editing with a provided script.



Client: Summit Magazine
Agency: Design4Change

Summit is a magazine published by Mount Royal University bi-annually. Their stories cover 
students, faculty, and alumni doing extraordinary things that showcases Mount Royal as a leader 
in Canadian education. Since the Spring 2015 issue, I have produced a video companion piece 
for each cover story. My role in each project was in scripting, storyboarding, filming, and editing.



Physical Literacy Cover Story

The Fall 2015 cover story was a profile on the Bachelor of 
Health and Physical Education’s Physical Literacy program. 
It features Canadian skeleton athlete Grace Dafoe and the 
dean of Health, Community & Education, Chad London.

The video explained the concept of physical literacy, and 
why Mount Royal is a leader in this new study.

The concept of the video was to emphasize physical 
inactivity, with graphics inspired by video games to 
reinforce the idea of our society becoming too sedentary. 

Story by Lisa Kadane
Cover photo by Colin Way



Women in STEM Cover Story

The Spring 2015 cover story focused on the lack of women 
currently in STEM fields. It highlighted several programs 
in Mount Royal’s Bachelor of Science degree, and Mount 
Royal’s role in promoting women to enter STEM fields.

The story features 4 different women from Mount Royal 
currently working in a STEM field.

Story by Theresa Tayler
Cover photo by Colin Way



Client: Mount Royal University
Agency: Design4Change

Videos were produced in collaboration with Mount Royal’s Marketing and Communication 
team for various faculties and institutes at the university. These videos were used for online 

promotion, and recruitment campaigns. 



Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship

The Institute for Innovation & Entrepreneurship is part of the Bissett School of Business. This video was produced to 
define entrepreneurship and encourage prospective students to explore their entrepreneurial sides.

The concept was to ask students from different faculties what they felt being an entrepreneur meant, then having the 
director of the institute, Ray De Paul, explain these misconceptions.

My role was in scripting, storyboarding, filming, and editing.



Institute for Community Prosperity

The Institute for Community Prosperity focuses on how for-profit and non-profit sectors can work together to build better 
communities. Students become changemakers and champions for their communities.

The concept of the video was to capture the vibrancy of Calgary’s communities with bright colours and visuals, and Mount 
Royal’s community involvement with student groups.

My role was in scripting, storyboarding, filming, and editing.



Client: BeauCoo
Agency: Design4Change

BeauCoo was a body positive style network for women. Their app connected women with 
similar body measurements to share outfits and styles.



The Stories Project

BeauCoo wanted to promote body positivity and build a diverse 
community around the idea. The concept was to find unique women and 
have them share their story on how they became confident with their 
own bodies.

The final product was featured on BeauCoo’s website and received 
attention from media outlets such as The Calgary Herald, PR Newswire, 
and Avenue Calgary.

Working with the project coordinator, I advised on the scripting process, 
as well as filmed and edited each interview. 



The BeauCoo Story

BeauCoo was in the middle of rebranding and wanted a video that reflected their brand’s new tone and feel. The video 
would accompany BeauCoo’s media coverage and press releases.

My role was in scripting, storyboarding, filming, and editing.



The BeauCoo App
This was a companion piece to the BeauCoo Story. It is a simple explainer video using smooth cuts to show how the app 
can be used throughout a day. 

It begins with a package being delivered to a mother, who tries it on and shares it through BeauCoo. It cuts to a woman 
on the train who comments on the photo before transitioning to a different woman shopping. She shares an outfit from the 
store, and it cuts to a woman who likes the photo before going to bed.

My role was in scripting, storyboarding, filming, and editing.



Client: Long View
Agency: Design4Change

Long View is a leader in IT solutions with offices across North America.
They provide IT services to some of North America’s largest companies.



OnDemand Mobility Powered by HP

Long View, partnered with HP Canada, wanted to promote OnDemand Mobility – a cloud service offered by Long View.

The concept was to show how productive someone can be with OnDemand Mobility, compared to people who are not.

My role in this project was in storyboarding, shooting, and editing the video based on a script provided by Long View’s 
marketing team.



eThor Digital Marketing Book

eThor is a POS integration tool used by many restaurant owners. To encourage new restaurant owners use eThor, an 
ebook was published along with an online seminar to help owners with basic online marketing.

Our goal was to achieve a hands-on feeling for restaurant owners using the book. My role in this project was leading the 
illustration and typography design. 

Copywriter: Lance Risseeuw
Designer: Shawn Barker



TLink Golf

TLink produces the world’s lightest GPS golf watch. It uses Bluetooth technology to connect with smart phones, displaying 
front, middle, and back yardages to the green.

The video was produced for their product launch, highlighting the selling features of TLink with high tech graphics.

My role in the project was in storyboarding, shooting, and editing the final video.

Graphics by Stan Dmytruk.
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